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Introduction

In this paper we propose a new way of allocating and financing public projects collectively in a two-round process. In the first round, a society decides by simple majority
voting whether to provide a public project. If the project is rejected, the process ends.
If a majority favors the public project, the process continues, but only the members
of the minority keep the agenda and voting rights for the second round, in which the
financing scheme is determined. In the second round, either the unanimity rule or
the simple majority rule is applied. This scheme is called minority voting since the
losing minority in the first round obtains the exclusive right to vote in the second. We
emphasize that minority voting is not the opposite of majority voting since it does not
refer to the necessary quorum but who is allowed to vote in the second voting round.
Minority voting is an alternative democratic procedure to simple majority voting. In
this paper we compare minority voting to simple majority voting with regard to public
project provision. We focus on the case where the unanimity rule is applied in the
second round under minority voting. In section 7 we discuss the alternative setting
when the simple majority rule is applied in the second round.
The following properties characterize equilibria under minority voting: When the public
project is proposed in the first round, only those individuals will support the proposal
who value the project highly, i.e. more than the maximum tax payment that may occur
in the second round. If the project is supported in the first round, the supporting majority is minimal. Every supporting individual must be pivotal, since those individuals
lose their voting right for the second round.
If the project is rejected in the first round, the collective choice process ends. If the
project is adopted, an equilibrium financing scheme will involve subsidies for project
losers in order to gain the support of all voting losers from the first round. All voting
winners from the first round pay the highest admissible tax rate to finance the project
and the subsidies. The agenda setter will also tax all other beneficiaries of the project
in order to generate subsidies for himself.
The attractive feature of the minority voting scheme is that individuals who benefit
largely from a project pay more taxes, while individuals who benefit little, or are disadvantaged by it, will be protected from high tax payments. Moreover, minority voting
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with the unanimity rule in the second round ensures that only Pareto improvements
occur and that three standard inefficiencies in democratic decision-making are avoided:
inefficient projects are neither proposed nor adopted; inefficient redistribution schemes
are neither proposed nor adopted; when proposed, efficient projects are not rejected.
The drawback of minority voting is that efficient projects may not be proposed in
the first round. Accordingly, we compare minority voting with the standard simplemajority-rule framework, both coupled with the same tax-protection rule, and compare
the relative social welfare of the schemes. In this paper, we provide a first pass of relative welfare comparisons between minority voting and simple majority voting. On
balance, the minority voting outperforms the simple majority voting in all circumstances except in the following constellation: A socially desirable project is adopted
under the simple majority rule and redistribution costs do not outweigh the social gains
while the project is not provided under minority voting.
We also would like to stress that the scheme analyzed in the paper may be weakly
inferior in terms of aggregate utility to other possible schemes as we will explore in
the concluding section. The current paper, therefore, is only a first pass to explore the
virtues and drawbacks of minority voting in the context of public project provision.
Numerous further analyses and extensions of our model should and can be performed
as we will discuss at the end of the paper.
Our paper is part of the recent literature on linking voting across problems. Casella
(2005) introduces storable votes mechanisms, where a committee makes binary decisions repeatedly over time and where agents may store votes over time.1 Experimental
evidence has supported the efficiency gains of storable votes (Casella et al. (2006)).
Jackson and Sonnenschein (2007) show that, when problems repeat themselves many
times, full efficiency can be reached at the limit, and that this insight essentially applies
to any collective-decision problem. In a companion paper (Fahrenberger and Gersbach
(2006)) minority voting is developed for repeated project decisions where projects have
a durable impact. Linkages of voting across problems can also occur through vote
trading, which goes back at least to Buchanan and Tullock (1962) and Coleman (1966)

1
Storable voting is closely related to cumulative voting, as individuals can cast more than one
vote for one alternative under such schemes (see e.g. Sawyer and MacRae (1962), Brams (1975), Cox
(1990), Guinier (1994) or Gerber et al. (1998)).
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and has been developed, among others, by Brams and Riker (1973), Ferejohn (1974),
Philipson and Snyder (1996) or Piketty (1994).
We propose to split project and financing decisions and to introduce minority voting
in such a way that, at the outset, all individuals have the same right to influence
outcomes and minorities are protected (e.g. Guinier (1994) or Issacharoff et al. (2002)).
Our proposal is aimed at resolving the “tyranny of the majority” problem by giving
an emerging minority the exclusive right to decide about the financing scheme for a
public project that a society has previously approved.
Our paper is organized as follows: In the next section, we introduce the model and
the constitutional principles. In section 3, we characterize the equilibria under simple
majority voting, while minority voting is discussed in section 4. In section 5 we present
the relative welfare comparison. In section 6 we discuss an example, and Section 7
deals with possible extensions and alternatives of the model. Section 8 concludes. All
proofs can be found in the appendix.

2
2.1

Model and Constitutional Principles
Model

We consider a standard social-choice problem of public project provision and financing.
Time is indexed by τ = 0, 1. The first period τ = 0 is the constitutional period. In
the constitutional period, a society Ω of N (N > 3, N uneven) risk-neutral members
decides how public project provision and financing should be governed in the legislative
period. Citizens are indexed by j, m ∈ Ω = {1, . . . , N }.
In the legislative period, τ = 1, each citizen is endowed with e units of a private
consumption good. The community can adopt a public project with per capita costs
k > 0. We use Vj to denote the benefit of agent j from the provision of the public
project. At τ = 0, the benefit Vj is unknown and can hence be interpreted as a random
variable.
We assume that Vj is uniformly distributed on [V, V ] with V, V ∈ IR and V < V . In the
legislative period we index members of the society according to their realized benefit
levels, i.e. individual j is associated with the benefit Vj ∈ [V, V ] with V1 ≤ V2 ≤ V3 ≤
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. . . ≤ VN . The vector (V1 , . . . , Vn ) is denoted by V .
Public projects must be financed by taxes. We assume that taxation is distortionary.
Let λ > 0 denote the shadow cost of public funds. Accordingly, taxation uses (1 + λ)
of taxpayer resources in order to levy 1 unit of resources for public projects and for
transfers to citizens. Hence the overall per capita costs of the public project amount
to (1 + λ)k. We assume that 0 < λ < 1. Plausible values for tax distortions are
considerably smaller than 100%.
We use tj and sj to denote a citizen j 0 s tax payment or subsidy, respectively. We
introduce two separate variables (taxes and subsidies) rather than a single variable for
the “net” contribution, since it makes the exposition more transparent and reduces the
formal complexity.2 E.g. taxes are associated with distortions and there will be a tax
protection rule while subsidies are unlimited. Hence, it is useful to distinguish taxes
and subsidies by different symbols.
We define the variable g as indicating whether the public project is proposed (g = 1)
or not (g = 0). The utility of citizen j, denoted by Uj , in the legislative period is given
by3
Uj = e + gVj − tj + sj .

(1)

Finally, the budget constraint of the society in the legislative period is given by

X

h
X i
tj = (1 + λ) gN k +
sj .

j∈Ω

(2)

j∈Ω

We assume throughout the paper that e is sufficiently large for agents to be able to
pay taxes in all circumstances that may occur. We summarize the set of parameters
that define the characteristics of the public project as P = (V, k, λ, N ).

2.2

Socially Efficient Solutions

The fact that citizens are risk-neutral implies that, from an ex ante point of view or
from an utilitarian perspective, it is socially efficient to provide the public project if
2
Formally, it would be possible to define a net contribution ni = ti − si . By using the max{ni , 0}
and min{ni , 0} operators one could then distinguish between taxes and subsidies.
3
All tax and subsidy functions tj and sj respectively are assumed to be integrable. We only discuss
mechanisms where this condition is trivially fulfilled.
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and only if
V̂ :=

1 X
Vj ≥ k(1 + λ)
N j∈Ω

and taxes are raised solely to finance the public project. Any redistribution activities
are detrimental from an ex ante point of view. A socially efficient tax scheme, for
instance, is one where a socially desirable public project is financed by project winners
and no subsidies are paid. In order to implement such a solution, a complete social
contract would be necessary. We summarize our observation as follows:
Ex ante first-best allocation
Any allocation that provides the public project if and only if V̂ ≥ k(1 + λ) and that
raises taxes only to finance the public project is ex ante socially efficient.
We follow the literature on incomplete social contracting (see Aghion and Bolton (2003)
and Gersbach (2005)) and assume that society allocates public projects by democratic
procedures. Given socially efficient allocations, it is important at this stage to identify
the sources of inefficiencies that may arise in legislative decision-making: There are
four types of inefficiencies:
(1) inefficient projects are proposed and adopted
(2) pure redistribution proposals are made and adopted
(3) efficient projects are proposed and rejected
(4) efficient projects are not proposed
The latter two inefficiencies mean that delay in undertaking efficient public projects
is costly. In the paper we assume that not adopting projects results in the status
quo. In the following we examine two ways of designing the democratic process for
the provision of a public project, (1) the simple majority voting scheme and (2) the
minority voting scheme.
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Simple Majority Voting

In the constitutional period the society decides about the rules governing the legislative
processes. The first democratic procedure is a standard majority voting scheme called
SM.
Stage 1: At the start of the legislative period, citizens observe their own benefit Vj and
the utilities of all other individuals. Citizens decide simultaneously whether
to apply for agenda setting (ψj = 1) or not (ψj = 0).
Stage 2: Among all citizens who apply, one citizen a is determined by fair randomization to set the agenda. The agenda setter proposes a project/financing
package (g, tj , sj )j∈Ω . This choice is denoted by Aa .
Stage 3: Given Aa , citizens decide simultaneously whether to accept (δj (Aa ) = 1) or
not (δj (Aa ) = 0). The proposal is accepted if a majority of members adopt it.
Note that if nobody applies for agenda setting, the status quo will prevail. Moreover,
individuals know when they cast their votes in stage 3 who will be taxed and who will
receive subsidies if the proposal is accepted. Obviously, the status quo also prevails if
a proposal to change it does not receive enough yes–votes, as required by the majority
voting rule.
An equilibrium for stages 1 to 3 can be described as a set of strategies

ψ, A, δ ,
where ψ = (ψj )j∈Ω , A = (Aa )a∈Ω , δ = (δj )j∈Ω and where δj = δj (Aa ) depends on the
proposed agenda Aa .
To describe the application and voting outcome in our model, we use weak dominance
criteria. Elimination of weakly dominated strategies is a standard assumption for
eliminating the multiplicity of equilibria based on the trembling-hand perfection of
Nash equilibria.
As voting in our model is a simple binary decision and thus individuals cannot gain
anything from strategic voting, this procedure implies that agents participate and vote
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according to their preferences, i.e. they vote for their most preferred alternative. The
elimination of weakly dominated strategies with respect to voting, henceforth (EWSV),
is thus captured by the following rule:
• (EWSV) Suppose an agenda setter a has been randomly drawn. Then, given an
agenda Aa , the voting strategies are δj∗ (Aa ) = 1 if the net utility uj = gVj + sj − tj
from Aa is nonnegative and δj∗ (Aa ) = 0 otherwise.
It is obvious that (EWSV) implies unique voting equilibria, so we can also use the weak
dominance criterion for the decision on whether to apply for agenda setting (stage 1),
henceforth (EWSA):
• (EWSA) Agents eliminate weakly dominated strategies in stage 1.
Since the requirement (EWSV) ensures that the voting outcome is unique, we can use
Uj (Aa ) to define the utility level that an agent j will achieve if agent a has proposed
agenda Aa and voting has taken place. Moreover, let the set of all possible agendas be
denoted by A. In order to simplify the exposition, we assume that the following three
tie-breaking rules are applied:
• If an agent j cannot strictly improve his utility by agenda setting, he will not
apply for agenda setting.
• If an agenda setter knows with certainty that any agenda with g = 1 will be
rejected, he will propose an agenda with g = 0.
• If an agenda setter is indifferent between an agenda that leads to g = 1 and
another that yields g = 0, he will propose the former.
Note that Uj (Aa ) is based on the optimal voting strategies of all agents. For instance,
Uj (Aa ) = e if Aa is rejected. In what follows we will assume throughout - without
referring to the fact explicitly - that (EWSV), (EWSA), and the tie-breaking rules are
applied.
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Minority Voting

In this section we introduce an alternative democratic decision process called MV.
Stage 1: At the start of the legislative period, citizens observe their own benefit Vj and
the utilities of all other individuals. Citizens decide simultaneously whether
to apply for agenda setting (ψj = 1) or not (ψj = 0).
Stage 2: Among all citizens who apply, one citizen a1 is determined by fair randomization to set the agenda. The agenda setter decides whether undertaking the
public project should be considered or whether a pure redistribution proposal
should be considered. Denote this choice by gaM1 V ∈ {1, 0}. If nobody applies
for agenda setting, the status quo prevails.


Stage 3: Citizens decide whether to accept δj (gaM1 V ) = 1 or not δj (gaM1 V ) = 0 . The
proposal is accepted if a majority of members adopt it. We use M = {j |
δj (gaM1 V ) = 0} to denote the set of individuals who voted against the proposal.
Stage 4: If gaM1 V has been adopted, i.e. if |M| <

N +1
,
2

all agents of the minority can

apply to propose a financing scheme. Among those, a citizen a2 is determined
by fair randomization and proposes a package (tj , sj )j∈Ω . Denote this choice
by Ta2 . If nobody applies for agenda setting, the status quo prevails.
Stage 5: Given Ta2 , citizens who belong to M decide simultaneously whether to accept


the financing scheme Ta2 δj (Ta2 ) = 1 or not δj (Ta2 ) = 0 . Ta2 is accepted
if, and only if, all individuals in M vote δj (Ta2 ) = 1, i.e. the unanimity rule
applies. If Ta2 is accepted, the plan (gaM1 V = 1, Ta2 ) is implemented. Otherwise
the status quo (gaM1 V = 0, tj = sj = 0 ∀ j) prevails.
A number of remarks are in order here. First, there are several alternatives for resolving
a situation where gaM1 V = 1 is accepted and Ta2 is rejected. For instance, one could
allow for further rounds of financing proposals or one could design a default financing
scheme to be applied together with gaM1 V = 1. Such extensions would introduce further
strategic effects but they do not tend to improve the efficiency of the system.
Second, as all individuals would like to keep their voting right in stage 3, no majority
can be formed for a proposal gaM1 V = 0 as supporting agents are worse off than when the
www.economics-ejournal.org
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status quo prevails. Therefore pure redistribution proposals will never be adopted under
MV. The situation is different when gaM1 V = 1 has been proposed. Without support,
the public project will not be provided. This may create incentives for individuals who
benefit highly from a public project to support a proposal gaM1 V = 1.
Third, as with simple majority, to derive equilibria we use weak dominance to characterize subgame perfect equilibria. Moreover, we use the same tie-breaking rules that
apply in simple majority voting for agenda setting with regard to public project provision (Stage 2). In Stage 4, we assume that all individuals apply for agenda setting
and make a financing proposal as long as they are not worse off (relative to the status
quo) if their proposals are adopted in Stage 5. Again, these tie-breaking rules merely
simplify the exposition.

2.5

Tax Protection Rule

In the following sections we prepare the ground for the comparison of the two systems
SM and MV by characterizing the equilibrium of the games. We do not impose any
further rules on proposal-making, but we do assume an upper limit on taxes, denoted by
t̂. That is, a proposal that involves tj > t̂ for some individual j is unconstitutional, and
the status quo prevails. Such tax protection rules are ubiquitous in modern democracies
(Rangel, 2005).4 Note that the tax protection rule does not preclude an agenda setter
voluntarily contributing more than t̂ to the financing of the public project. Moreover,
it could happen that an individual j is burdened by a tax exceeding t̂ but receives large
subsidies and hence the net contribution is substantially smaller than t̂. As we will see,
in all equilibria with the simple majority rule or with minority voting an individual
will be either taxed or subsidized (or none) and hence it never occurs that tj and sj
are both non-zero.

3

Equilibria under Simple Majority Voting

We first characterize the equilibria under SM. For this purpose we use Ω−j to denote
the set Ω\{j}, i.e. the society with exception of individual j. Under simple majority
4

In 1983, for instance, the German Constitutional Court declared excessive tax burdens that would
fundamentally impair wealth to be unconstitutional (Reding and Müller (1999)).
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voting everybody stands to gain from agenda setting as this will always enable the
agenda setter to propose a pure redistribution proposal that benefits him. Hence we
will have ψj = 1 in any equilibrium. We use I to denote an arbitrary subset of the
society with |I| =

N −1
.
2

In Stage 2 an agenda setter a solves the following problem:
max {Ua = e + gVa + sa − ta }

(g,tj ,sj )j∈Ω

s.t.

N
X

N
X


tj = (1 + λ) gN k +
sj

j=1

j=1

N −1
,
2
such that Uj − e = gVj + sj − tj ≥ 0, j ∈ I.
and ∃I ⊂ Ω−a , with |I| =

We obtain
Lemma 1
An equilibrium proposal g = 0 is associated with the redistribution scheme
tj = t̂, j ∈
/ I+a := I ∪ {a}
tj = 0, j ∈ I+a
sj = 0, j ∈ Ω−a
N −1
sa =
t̂.
2(1 + λ)

The lemma is obvious as all individuals in I+a support the proposal and I+a is the
smallest majority the agenda setter can form. The minority of size |I| is taxed by
the highest possible rate allowed by the tax protection rule, t̂. All individuals in the
winning majority except the agenda setter do neither pay taxes nor receive subsidies.
The agenda setter therefore extracts the highest amount of subsidies.
We next investigate the case g = 1. For this purpose we introduce the set
LW := {j ∈ Ω | Vj ≥ t̂ }
Individuals belonging to LW are called large project winners. We also introduce the
set
LW−a

(
LW \{a} if a ∈ LW
:=
LW
otherwise.

We obtain
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Lemma 2
An equilibrium proposal g = 1 is associated with
sj = 0, tj = t̂, j ∈ LW−a ∪ Ω\I+a
sj = 0, tj = Vj , j ∈ I\LW−a , Vj ≥ 0
sj = −Vj , tj = 0, j ∈ I, Vj < 0
ta = max{0, −(1 + λ)s̄a }
sa = max{0, s̄a }
X
s̄a =

!
t̂ +

j∈LW−a ∪Ω\I+a

with

X

X

Vj − (1 + λ)(N k −

j∈I\LW−a and Vj ≥0

Vj ) (1 + λ)−1

j∈I and Vj <0

(
{ N2+3 , . . . , N }
if a ≤
I=
N +1
{ 2 , · · · , N }\{a} if a >

N +1
2
N +1
.
2

The proof can be found in the appendix.5 Lemma 2 indicates that the choice of g = 1 is
associated with both large-project winners and the minority paying the highest amount
of taxes up to the level allowed by the tax protection rule, t̂. Citizens who don’t belong
to the set of large project winners, but to the majority necessary to adopt the proposal
are taxed according to their benefits or are subsidized. Such a proposal maximizes the
subsidies for the agenda setter.
The crucial question is whether g = 1 will be chosen in equilibrium, which is equivalent
to whether the following condition (G) holds:

(G) : Va + (1 + λ)1−sg(s̄a ) s̄a (g = 1) ≥ sa (g = 0),
where

sg(s̄a ) =

1, s̄a > 0
0, s̄a ≤ 0.

Condition (G) compares the gains from choosing g = 1 (Va and the maximal subsidies)
and g = 0 (maximal subsidies). By using |LW−a ∪ Ω \ I+a | − |I| = |LW−a ∩ I|, (G) can
5

Note that the tax payment of the agenda setter may be higher than t̂ if he voluntarily decides to
contribute more in order to secure the financing of the project.
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be written as
(G+ ) :

(1 + λ)Va +

P
j∈LW−a ∩I

(G− ) : Va +

P
j∈LW−a ∩I

P

t̂ +

λ
t̂ +
t̂ + |I| 1+λ

Vj ≥ (1 + λ)(N k −

Vj ) ∧

j∈I,Vj <0

j∈I\LW−a ,Vj ≥0

P

P

Vj ≥ (1 + λ)(N k −

sg(s̄a ) = 1
P
Vj ) ∧
j∈I,Vj <0

j∈I\LW−a ,Vj ≥0

sg(s̄a ) = 0.
In other words, if and only if the agenda setter can generate tax revenues from project
winners (under g = 1) that are sufficiently high to finance the project and to compensate project losers, then he will propose g = 1.
In Appendix B we provide a general characterization of the equilibria under simple
majority voting.

4

Equilibria with Minority Voting

4.1

Financing

We next consider MV. To prepare the equilibria, it is instructive to consider voting
in Stage 3 first, assuming that financing will occur with certainty in Stages 4 and 5 if
gaM1 V = 1 has been adopted. We obtain
Proposition 1
(i) Suppose individual a1 has been chosen to set the agenda. If |LW | ≥
agenda setter proposes gaM1 V = 1. Exactly

N +1
2

N +1
2

, the

large project winners will accept

the proposal.
(ii) If |LW | <

N +1
,
2

nobody applies for agenda setting and the status quo prevails.

The proof can be found in the appendix. Recall that a proposal gaM1 V = 0 will never be
supported under MV. An immediate consequence is

Corollary 1
The voting equilibria in case (i) are indeterminate with respect to which of the set of
large project winners will accept the proposal if |LW | >

N +1
.
2
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In principle, all individuals with Vj ≥ t̂ prefer the project to be accepted, but they
would like to reject the proposal gaM1 V = 1 in order to keep their voting rights. We use
the following plausible refinement of voting equilibria:
Maximal Magnanimity
N +1
,
2

Suppose gaM1 V = 1 and |LW | ≥

then all individuals with j ≥

δj (gaM1 V = 1) = 1, while all individuals with j <

N +1
2

N +1
2

cast the vote

vote δj (gaM1 V = 1) = 0.

Under Maximal Magnanimity, those individuals who benefit most exclude themselves
from the financing decision in order to enable that the project may be undertaken if
the financing proposal is adopted in the fifth stage. Those individuals who benefit
less and are not needed to form a majority reject the proposal. Their taxes will never
exceed their benefits from the project. It is in this sense that such equilibria fulfill
Maximal Magnanimity. For future references, we note that the set of voters M who
voted against a project proposed is equal to {1, . . . , N2−1 } if gaM1 V has been adopted.
We next consider the financing decision under MV. For this purpose, define LW > :=
{j | Vj > t̂} and suppose that gaM1 V = 1 has been adopted. An agenda setter a2 has to
gain unanimous support among the members of M. Moreover, an individual applies
for agenda setting if he can increase his utility. Hence, if a2 ∈ LW > the project can be
financed if6
X

(F − ) : Va2 + |LW−a2 | · t̂ +

max{Vj , 0} ≥ (1 + λ)[N k −

X

min{Vj , 0}].

j∈Ω−a2

j∈Ω−a2 \LW

It is not necessary for the agenda setter a2 to be part of LW > for the project to be
financed if
(F + ) : |LW | · t̂ +

X

max{Vj , 0} ≥ (1 + λ)[N k −

X

min{Vj , 0}].

j∈Ω

j∈Ω\LW

holds. In this way, given a certain realization (Vj )j∈Ω , all projects (characterized by
per capita cost k) that satisfy

(F ) =

(F − ), a2 ∈ LW >
(F + ), otherwise

6
An agenda setter a2 ∈ LW > may pay higher taxes than t̂ in order to ensure the financing of the
public project.
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can be provided. The condition (F ) states that tax revenues from both large and small
project winners are weakly larger than aggregate project costs and subsidy payments to
project losers. The left side represents the maximal tax revenues that can be generated
in the political process. The right side represents the minimal aggregate expenditure
needed to implement a project. The next lemma determines which agents will apply
for agenda setting in stage 1.
Lemma 3
(i) If |LW | >

N +1
2

and (F + ) holds with strict inequality, then all individuals will

apply for agenda setting and would propose gaM1 V = 1.
(ii) If |LW | =

N +1
2

and (F + ) holds with strict inequality, all individuals except those

with Vj = t̂ will apply for agenda setting and would propose gaM1 V = 1.
(iii) If |LW | ≥

N +1
2

and (F + ) holds with equality, all individuals in LW > := {j | Vj >

t̂} will apply for agenda setting and would propose gaM1 V = 1.
(iv) If |LW | >

N +1
2

and (F − ) holds with strict inequality for all a2 ∈ LW > ∩ M but

(F + ) is not satisfied, then all individuals in LW > will apply for agenda setting
and would propose gaM1 V = 1.
(v) If |LW | >

N +1
2

and (F − ) holds with equality for at least one a2 ∈ LW > ∩ M,

then all individuals in LW > \ {j ∈ M|(F − ) does not hold or holds with equality
if j = a2 } will apply for agenda setting and would propose gaM1 V = 1.
(vi) In all other cases nobody will apply for agenda setting.
The proof of Lemma 3 follows directly from the fact that the project can only be
financed if (F ) holds and from the tie-breaking rule that agents will not apply for
agenda setting if they cannot strictly improve their utility.

4.2

Overall Equilibria

After these preliminary considerations, we can characterize the equilibria of the fivestage game. For convenience, let F = {j ∈ M| (F ) holds if a2 = j}.
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Proposition 2
(i) If |LW | <

N +1
2

or F is empty, then ψj = 0 ∀ j ∈ Ω and the status quo prevails

with E[Uj ] = e for all individuals.
(ii) If |LW | ≥

N +1
2

and F 6= ∅, we obtain the following subgame perfect equilibrium:

Stage 1: The individuals apply for agenda-setting as described in items (i)-(v) of
Lemma 3.
Stage 2: gaM1 V = 1
Stage 3: δj (gaM1 V

(
1, j ≥
= 1) =
0, j <

N +1
2
N +1
2

Stage 4: All individuals j ∈ F apply to propose a financing package and the
randomly
 chosen agenda setter a2 proposes

tj = t̂ j ∈ LW−a2





tj = Vj j ∈ Ω−a2 \LW, Vj > 0




sj = −Vj j ∈ Ω−a2 , Vj < 0
∗
Ta2 = t = max{0, −(1 + λ)s̄ }
a2
a2




sa2 = max{0, s̄a2 }



P
P

−1

tj − N k −
sj .

with s̄a2 := (1 + λ)
j∈Ω−a2

j∈Ω−a2

Stage 5: δm (Ta∗2 ) = 1, m ∈ M
The expected payoffs are


e + Vj − t̂ j ∈ LW \ F



e + (1 − 1 )(V − t̂) + 1 (V + (1 + λ)1−sg(s̄a2 ) s̄ ),
j
j
a2
|F |
|F |
E[Uj ] =
1
1−
sg
(s̄
)
a
2 s̄

j ∈ F \ LW
e + |F | (Vj + (1 + λ)
a2 ),



e, j ∈
/ LW ∪ F.

j ∈ LW ∩ F

The proof can be found in the appendix.

5
5.1

Welfare Comparisons
Welfare Criteria

In this section we examine which voting scheme for the legislative period the society
prefers to choose in the constitutional period. For a comparison of the two voting
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regimes at the constitutional period, three kinds of uncertainty have to be considered:
the vector (Vj )j∈Ω of project benefits; who the agenda setters, a or a1 , a2 respectively
will be; and what type, j, the agent himself will be. An agent’s ex ante expected utility
in the simple majority voting scheme when all three types of uncertainty are present
is denoted by E0 [U SM ]. It can be written as

E0 [U

SM

Z
]=

h(V )
V

X

p(a = m)E[UjSM |V, a]dV,

(3)

m∈Ω

where V = [V, V ]N is the N -dimensional cube, h(V ) is the density function on V,
p(a = m) represents the probability that individual m will be the agenda setter, and
E[UjSM |V, a] denotes the expected utility of an agent given (V, a), but not knowing
which j he will be.
With regard to minority voting, we have to distinguish the cases in which there is
an agenda setter a2 and those where the project will not be financed. We note that
whether the project will be provided under MV depends solely on the conditions in
Lemma 3 and not who is the agenda setter a1 . It is therefore convenient to introduce
an imaginary agenda setter a2 = 0 if the project will not be provided. More precisely,
we make the following definition:
Definition 1
(
randomly chosen from F, |LW | ≥
a2 =
0,
|LW | <

N +1
2
N +1
2

∧ F 6= ∅
∨ F = ∅.

The probability that a2 = m, where m ∈ F ∪ 0, is

N +1
1

 |F | , m ∈ F ∧ |LW | ≥ 2
p(a2 = m) = 0,
m = 0 ∧ F 6= ∅ ∧ |LW | ≥


1,
m=0∧F =∅

N +1
2

E[UjM V |V, 0] = e.
With this definition we can write the ex ante expected utility in the minority voting
scheme in a similar way as for majority voting:
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MV

Z
]=

h(V )
V

X
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p(a2 = m)E[UjM V |V, a2 ]dV.

(4)

m∈F ∪0

First, it would be interesting to identify the constellations (V, a, a2 ) in which an agent
would prefer the minority voting scheme from an ex ante perspective, that is, if he
does not know his type j. The overall comparison from an ex ante perspective then
depends on how the different situations are weighted in the aggregation process. More
precisely, it depends on how large the difference is in expected utilities conditional on
(V, a, a2 ) and what the probability weights are. In this section we take the first step.
As all individuals have the same probability of being some type j, we can define social
welfare as
W SM/M V =

X

SM/M V

Uj

,

j∈Ω

which can be interpreted as the sum of ex ante expected utilities given (V, a, a2 ), though
the agents do not know what j they will be. More precisely,
E[UjM V |V, a2 ] =

W MV
, ∀j ∈ Ω
N

Similar definitions can be made for SM.

5.2

Comparisons

For the following comparisons, it is useful to note
Lemma 4
Whether the project is proposed and accepted depends only on the benefit vector V .7
This is different under SM, where it depends on the benefit level Va of the agenda setter
whether the project will be proposed or not.
Consequently, the realization (V, a) directly determines the pair (g SM , g M V ). It will
transpire that most statements only require knowledge of (g SM , g M V ).
Proposition 3
Suppose |LW | <

N +1
2

or F is empty. Suppose that (G) does not hold. Then
E[UjM V |V, 0] > E[UjSM |V, a].

7
The benefit vector V determines the set of agenda setters and whether the financing condition
holds.
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The proof can be found in the appendix.
The preceding proposition rests on the fact that the MV rule protects a society against
inefficient redistribution proposals that will occur under SM if no project is proposed.
Proposition 4
If the project is not proposed, i.e. g = 0, the welfare loss due to redistribution is
strictly higher under SM than under MV. If the project is provided, welfare costs of
redistribution activities are weakly higher with SM than with MV.
The proof can be found in the appendix.
For the intuition of Proposition 4, we note that |LW | ≥
g SM = 1. As |LW | ≥

N +1
,
2

N +1
2

must hold if g M V =

the agenda setter in SM does not have to care about the

voting behavior of all individuals Ω−a \ LW and consequently proposes the highest tax
for them. This is different for the agenda setter a2 in MV, as he needs the unanimous
support of the votes of the minority. In this way, total tax payments, and hence welfare
losses from redistribution, must be weakly higher with SM than with MV.
Further we observe
Lemma 5
In MV only socially desirable projects will be proposed and adopted.
The proof can be found in the appendix.
We are now in a position to formulate the following result:
Proposition 5
From an ex ante social welfare perspective, simple majority voting is strictly preferable
to minority voting if and only if (g SM , g M V ) = (1, 0) and
X

Vj > (1 + λ)N k + λ

Ω

X

SM
sSM
= 1).
j (g

Ω

In all other cases, society is at least weakly better off with the minority voting scheme.
The proof can be found in the appendix.
The previous propositions and lemmata have shown that, under the proposed minority
voting scheme, the first three possible inefficiencies of legislative decision making listed
in section 2.2 are avoided. For instance, Lemma 5 ensures that no inefficient projects
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are proposed and adopted. Proposition 3 shows that MV protects against pure redistribution proposals. However, minority voting suffers from the last inefficiency: in
certain situations efficient projects are not proposed. In such cases, a simple majority
rule may be preferable from an ex ante welfare perspective. Using Lemma 3 the necessary condition (g SM , g M V ) = (1, 0) for SM to be strictly preferable to MV is given
by
h
i
N +1
|LW | <
∨ ¬(F ) ∧ (G).
2
Consider the case where |LW | ≥

N +1
.
2

Then a project would be provided in SM but

not in MV if condition (G) holds and the financing condition (F ) is violated (F is
empty). In order to further characterize this case, denote by ā2 the individual with
the highest valuation of the project in the minority. That is, ā2 is the agent in M for
whom Vā2 ≥ Vj , ∀j ∈ M. We note that if (F ) is violated when ā2 is the agenda setter,
it must be violated for all j ∈ M \ ā2 . Now we can formulate
Lemma 6
Suppose |LW | ≥
(i)

N −1
t̂
1+λ

N +1
,
2

then (g SM , g M V ) = (1, 0) if either

≤ N k and
Vā2

+

P

t̂ +

LW−ā2

P

Vj + (1 + λ)

Ω−ā \LW
2
Vj >0

LW

t̂ +

P

Vj + (1 + λ)

Vj

Ω−ā \LW
2
Vj <0

< (1 + λ)N k ≤ Va +
P

P

N −1
t̂
2

P

Ω\LW

Ω\LW

Vj >0

Vj <0

< (1 + λ)N k ≤ Va +

λ
+ |I| 1+λ
t̂,

ā2 ∈ LW >

λ
+ |I| 1+λ
t̂,

ā2 ∈
/ LW >

Vj

N −1
t̂
2

or
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> N k and
Vā2

P

+

t̂ +

LW−ā2

P
Ω−ā \LW
2
Vj >0

P

t̂ +

LW

Vj + (1 + λ)

Vj

Ω−ā \LW
2
Vj <0

< (1 + λ)N k ≤ (1 + λ)Va +
P

P

Vj + (1 + λ)

P

Ω\LW

Ω\LW

Vj >0

Vj <0

N −1
t̂,
2

ā2 ∈ LW >

N −1
t̂,
2

ā2 ∈
/ LW > .

Vj

< (1 + λ)N k ≤ (1 + λ)Va +
The proof can be found in the appendix.

According to Proposition 5, it is socially desirable for a project that would not be
proposed under MV to be provided under SM if

X

Vj > (1 + λ)N k + λ

Ω

With |LW | ≥

N +1
2

X

SM
sSM
= 1).
j (g

Ω

and Proposition 9, this condition transforms to

X
Ω

Vj > N k +

λ
(N − 1)t̂.
1+λ

Hence we obtain
Corollary 2
If |LW | ≥

N +1
,
2

the situations in which simple majority voting is superior to minority
P
voting from an ex ante social welfare point of view are characterized by
Vj > N k +
Ω
λ
(N
1+λ

− 1)t̂ and if the case in Proposition 5 occurs.

5.3

Ramification

The previous welfare comparison discussed which voting scheme will result in higher
expected utilities conditional on the realizations (V, a, a2 ) when the individuals do not
know their type. Additionally, considering uncertainty about who will be the agenda
setter in SM, we can formulate the following proposition with respect to expected
utilities conditional on V :
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Proposition 6
If and only if (|LW | <

N +1
2

∨ F = ∅) and

1 X
E[UjSM |V, a] + (1 − p(G))E[UjSM |V, a ∈
/ G] −e > 0,
N a∈G
|
{z
}

(5)

E[UjSM |V ]

simple majority voting yields strictly higher levels of expected utility than minority
voting.
The proof can be found in the appendix.
Alongside a comparison of the voting regimes with respect to ex ante expected utility,
one could ask whether the outcomes under the different voting schemes would be Pareto
improvements to the status quo (Uj = e, ∀j ∈ Ω).
Proposition 7
Project provision under minority voting is always a Pareto improvement over the status
quo. The simple majority voting scheme will result in a Pareto improvement if and
only if Vj ≥ t̂, ∀j 6= a and Va satisfies (G).
The proof can be found in the appendix.

6

Example

In this section we present a simple example with a homogeneous society.
Suppose that Vj = Ṽ ∈ [V, V ] ∀j ∈ Ω.
Proposition 8
If
(i) Ṽ ≥ t̂

∧


h
N −1
λ
Ṽ ≥ (1 + λ)N k − 2 t̂ − |I| 1+λ t̂ ∧ (N − 1)t̂ ≤ (1 + λ)N k ∨

i
N −1
Ṽ ≥ N k − 2(1+λ)
t̂ ∧ (N − 1)t̂ > (1 + λ)N k ,

simple majority voting and the minority voting scheme yield equal levels of welfare,
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h

λ
t̂ ∧ (N − 1)t̂ ≤ (1 + λ)N k ∨
Ṽ ≥ (1 + λ)N k − N2−1 t̂ − |I| 1+λ

i
N −1
t̂ ∧ (N − 1)t̂ > (1 + λ)N k ,
Ṽ ≥ N k − 2(1+λ)

minority voting is strictly better than simple majority voting,


(iii) max

(1+λ)N k
1+λ+ N 2−1

,

λ N −1
N k+ 1+λ
t̂
2
λ N −1
N − 1+λ
2



=: V c < Ṽ < t̂ simple majority voting is strictly

preferable from a social perspective,

(iv) Ṽ ≤ V c , the minority voting scheme is superior to simple majority voting.
The proof can be found in the appendix.
The example illustrates the advantages and drawbacks of minority voting. It also
illustrates the importance of the tax protection expressed by the upper limit t̂. If
t̂ > Ṽ , a socially desirable project may not be proposed under MV.

7

Extensions and Alternative Voting Rules

There is a number of fruitful extensions and variations of minority voting which may
bring the scheme closer to practical applications.

7.1

Extensions

There are immediate extensions of the basic model. First, we can reach a further
level of design by varying the maximal tax level t̂ in order to maximize social welfare.
One might even consider a pre-voting step in which t̂ is determined. Second, we have
focussed on unanimous decisions in the financing round under MV. It is important to
stress that this scheme is still weakly inferior in terms of aggregate utility compared to
a scheme where every individual has the chance to make a proposal and the unanimity
rule applies if it were possible to forbid pure redistribution proposals. Hence, it is
important to consider other schemes. For instance, one could compare the results in
the paper with the outcome when the simple majority rule is used for the financing
round under MV. The latter scheme makes financing much easier and thus increases
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the chances that the project is accepted, but it may lead to the adoption of socially
inefficient projects.
Third, we could allow agents to differ with respect to endowments (incomes) and taxes
to increase with income. In order to preserve the incentives of citizens to support
the project in the first round, tax protection has to be income-dependent, i.e. when a
citizen loses his voting right by favoring the project, the maximal tax burden has to
increase with income. When the unanimity rule is used in the financing round, such
a scheme may hamper the scope of the minority voting scheme, as individuals with
high income may never support the project (or financing) proposal, as their net gain
is negative. However, if we use the simple majority rule in the financing round, the
advantages of the scheme can be preserved, as high-income individuals cannot block
the adoption of financing proposals anymore.
Fourth, we have assumed that voters observe their own utility, as well as everybody
else’s. This allows large project winners to coordinate their voting decision in the first
round. If individuals only observe their own utility, coordination is much less likely,
and we need to examine mixed voting strategies of large project winners. This might
tend to decrease the chances for a project to be approved in the first round and decrease
the attractiveness of minority voting. However, the alternative rules discussed in the
next subsection could alleviate this problem.
Fifth, minority voting eliminates the adoption of pure redistribution proposals that are
inefficient from an ex ante perspective because taxation is socially wasteful and citizens
are risk-neutral. Existing welfare states with redistribution schemes, however, are often
justified by risk aversion of individuals who may not be able to insure themselves against
risk in private markets. This problem may be handled as follows: MV is applied to
project decisions, while there is a separate collective decision on a general redistribution
scheme, using standard majority rules.

7.2

Alternative Voting Rules

Some of the potential problems of MV discussed in the last subsection may be alleviated
by an “Initiative Group Scheme”. The scheme works as follows: In a first round,
individuals can decide whether to join an initiative group by paying a fee. If and
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only if the initiative group is formed, i.e. if it passes a predetermined size-threshold,
the electorate decides about the financing scheme. By raising or lowering the sizethreshold for initiative groups, as well as the fees, the formation of initiative groups
may be fostered, even if individuals cannot coordinate. The initiative group scheme
might work for larger electorates if the fee levels are set below the maximal tax rate.8

8

Conclusion

In this paper we propose a two-round collective decision process called minority voting
that can avoid a variety of inefficiencies in democratic decision-making. Minority voting
and variations of it may inform designers of democratic rules how to improve provision
of public projects.

8

We currently examine whether this conjecture holds. Examples are available upon request.
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Appendix A: Characterization of Simple Majority
Voting
8.1

Description of Equilibria

We first state a simple observation that facilitates the characterization of the equilibria.
Lemma 7
In the simple majority voting scheme, an agenda setter who is not one of the large
project winners (a ∈
/ LW ) will never make a proposal that involves a tax payment for
himself in order to finance the public project.
The proof can be found in the appendix B.
With these preliminary observations we obtain
Proposition 9
Suppose that all individuals have applied for agenda setting. Then simple majority
voting is characterized by the following equilibria:
(i) If |LW−a | ≥

N −1
2

and (G) holds for a proposal maker a, he offers


g = 1,





sj = 0
j ∈ Ω−a



t = t̂
j ∈ Ω−a
j
A∗a =

ta = max{0, −(1 + λ)s̄a }





sa = max{0, s̄a }



s̄a = (N −1)t̂ − N k.
(1+λ)

Voting strategies are
(1
δj∗ = 1
0
(ii) If |LW−a | <

N −1
2

if
if
otherwise.

j ∈ LW
j=a

and (G) holds for a proposal maker a, he offers
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g = 1,





tj = t̂
j ∈ LW−a ∪ Ω\I+a





tj = Vj
j ∈ I\LW with Vj ≥ 0




tj = 0
j ∈ I\LW with Vj < 0
∗
Aa = s = −V
j ∈ I with Vj < 0
j
j




ta = max{0, −(1 + λ)s̄a }





sa = max{0, s̄a }




s̄a = (1 + λ)−1 {( N −1 + |LW−a |)t̂ +

2
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P

Vj } − N k +

j∈I\LW,Vj ≥0

P

Vj .

j∈I,Vj <0

Voting strategies are


1





1
∗
δj = 1



0



0

j ≥ N2+3
j = N2+1 and a ≥
j=a
j = N2+1 and a <
otherwise.

N +1
2
N +1
2

(iii) If (G) does not hold for a proposal maker, he offers


g = 0,




tj = t̂ for an arbitrary subset I ⊂ Ω−a with |I| =
∗
Aa = tj = 0 j ∈ Ω\I



sj = 0 j 6= a



s = N −1 t̂.
a
2(1+λ)

N −1
2

Voting strategies are


1 j ∈ Ω\J
∗
δj = 1 j = a


0 j ∈ J.
The proof of Proposition 9 is straightforward. The expressions for sa are obtained from
the budget constraint (2). Proposition 9 immediately implies that a proposal maker
can always strictly improve his utility relative to the status quo. Hence we obtain:
Corollary 3
Under the simple majority rule, every individual applies for agenda setting.
As condition (G) may hold for some proposal makers but not for others, we provide a
general characterization of the equilibria in the next subsection.
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Expected Utilities

For later use, we derive the expected utility for the following scenario. The vector
(Vj )j∈Ω of project benefits is known, but the agenda setter has not been chosen. To
derive the expected utility, we introduce the set G:
G := {j |(G) holds for a = j}
G is the set of individuals who propose g = 1 if they can determine the agenda. We
define
p(G) :=

|G|
N

p̃(G) := max{p(G) −

1
, 0}.
N

The expression p(G) denotes the share of individuals who will propose g = 1 in equilibrium. Hence, p(G) is the probability that the public project will be proposed before
the agenda setter is chosen. As every individual j knows whether j ∈ G or j ∈
/ G we
obtain the following proposition.
Proposition 10
The expected utilities are given as follows:
(i) Suppose |LW | ≥

N −1
.
2

α.) If j ∈ G,
E[Uj ] = e + p̃(G)(Vj − t̂) +

N −1
1
(Vj + (1 + λ)1−sg(s̄a ) s̄a ) − (1 − p(G))
t̂.
N
2N

β.) If j ∈
/ G,
E[Uj ] = e + p(G)(Vj − t̂) +
(ii) Suppose |LW | <

1
N −1
1
(sa (g = 0)) − (1 − p(G) − ) t̂
.
N
N
2N

N −1
.
2

α.) If j ∈ G,

−1

e + p̃(G)(Vj − t̂) + N1 (Vj + (1 + λ)1−sg(s̄a ) s̄a ) − (1 − p(G)) N2N
t̂,



N +1


j ∈ LW ∪ {j|j < 2 }

−1
E[Uj ] = e + N1 (Vj + sa (g = 1)) − (1 − p(G)) N2N
t̂, j ∈
/ LW and j ≥ N2+3


−1
−1

e + p̃(G) N2N
t̂,
(Vj − t̂) + N1 (Vj + sa (g = 1)) − (1 − p(G)) N2N




N +1
j∈
/ LW, j = 2 .
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β.) If j ∈
/ G,

−1

e + p(G)(Vj − t̂) + N1 sa (g = 0) − (1 − p(G) − N1 ) N2N
t̂,





j ∈ LW ∪ {j|j < N2+1 }

−1
E[Uj ] = e + N1 sa (g = 0) − (1 − p(G) − N1 ) N2N
t̂, j ∈
/ LW and j ≥ N2+3


−1
−1

e + p(G) N2N
(Vj − t̂) + N1 sa (g = 0) − (1 − p(G) − N1 ) N2N
t̂,




j∈
/ LW, j = N2+1 .
Proposition 10 follows directly from the proposition in the last subsection.
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Appendix B: Proofs
Proof of Lemma 2
For this lemma the following observation is important: For the agenda setter it is
optimal in the case of g = 1 to select the majority supporting his proposal by choosing
set I as

(
{ N2+3 · · · , N }
if a ≤
I=
N +1
{ 2 , · · · , N }\{a} if a >

N +1
2
N +1
.
2

Set I comprises the people with the highest values of Vj . Those individuals can be
charged with higher taxes or need fewer subsidies while still supporting g = 1 than the
other individuals. As he can impose tj = t̂ on the individuals in Ω \ I+a , he will obtain
maximal tax revenues (or minimal subsidies) by choosing I.

Proof of Lemma 7
An agenda setter will propose g = 1 if (G) is satisfied. As sa (g = 0) =

N −1
t̂,
2(1+λ)

(G) is

written as
Va + (1 − λ)1−sg(s̄a ) s̄a (g = 1) ≥

N −1
t̂.
2(1 + λ)

(6)

A tax for the agenda setter means that s̄a < 0. Consequently, the project will only be
proposed if
Va >

N −1
t̂ > t̂,
2(1 + λ)

(7)

since 0 < λ < 1 and N ≥ 5. This contradicts a ∈
/ LW .

Proof of Proposition 1
Suppose an individual a1 proposes gaM1 V = 1. By the rules of MV, an individual who
supports gaM1 V = 1 faces two possibilities. Either he is in a minority and gaM1 V = 0
prevails, or he is in the majority. As he will lose his voting rights, he will be taxed by
t̂ in the subsequent financing round. Hence voting δj (gaM1 V = 1) = 0 weakly dominates
δj (gaM1 V = 1) = 1 for all individuals with Vj < t̂. By our tie-breaking rule, result (ii)
follows.
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N +1
2

and if

N +1
2
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large project winners accept the proposal, the best re-

sponse for other large project winners is to vote δj (gaM1 V = 1) = 0 as they then have
a chance of becoming agenda setter in the financing round. In turn, given the voting
behavior of all other individuals, it is the best response for large project winners in
the tight majority supporting gaM1 V = 1, as otherwise the status quo would prevail.

Proof of Proposition 2
The proof follows from backward induction. In Stage 4 the agenda setter solves the
following problem:
max
(tj ,sj )j∈Ω

Ua2 = e + Va2 + sa2 − ta2

s.t. Um − e = Vm + sm − tm ≥ 0 ∀ m ∈ M
X
X
tj = (1 + λ)(N k +
sj )
j∈Ω

j∈Ω

tj ≤ t̂, ∀j,
which yields the solution in the proposition. Note also that Maximal Magnanimity
applies in Stage 3.

Proof of Proposition 3
Since the project is not proposed under MV and SM, we obtain by using Lemma 1
1
N −1
sa (g = 0) −
t̂)
N
2N
N −1
1
=
t̂ − sa (g = 0)
2N
N

λ 
N −1
= t̂
> 0.
2N
1+λ

E[UjM V | V, 0] − E[UjSM | V, a] = e − (e +

Proof of Proposition 4
The first part of the proposition is obvious, as if the project is not proposed, there will
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N −1
be redistribution in SM but not in MV. Hence W M V = eN and W SM = eN + 2(1+λ)
t̂ −
N −1
t̂
2

< eN

With respect to the second part, suppose the project is to be provided under both
voting schemes, that is, g M V = g SM = 1. Redistribution activities cause a welfare loss
of
λ

X

sj .

j∈Ω

Accordingly, the proposition claims that
X

sSM
≥
j

j∈Ω

X

V
sM
j

j∈Ω

Using the budget constraint of equation (2), the above condition can be written as
X

≥
tSM
j

j∈Ω

X

V
.
tM
j

j∈Ω

This holds true, as in MV the tax payments according to Proposition 2 are
X

V
tM
=
j

j∈Ω

X

X

t̂ +

LW−a2

Vj ,

Ω−a \LW
2
Vj >0

whereas in SM, according to Lemma 2, they amount to
X

tSM
=
j

j∈Ω

X
LW−a ∪Ω\I+a

≥

X
LW−a

t̂ +

X

t̂ +

Vj

I\LW−a ,Vj ≥0

X

Vj .

Ω−a \LW,Vj ≥0

Note that either I ⊆ LW−a or LW−a ⊆ I. In the former case we have I \ LW−a = ∅
and Ω−a \ LW ⊆ Ω \ I+a , whereas in the latter case, Ω \ I+a ∪ I \ LW−a = Ω−a \ LW.
Combining this with the fact that Vj < t̂ for j ∈
/ LW, the last inequality above follows.

Proof of Lemma 5
As the agenda setter a2 is not able to make any member of society worse off as compared
to the status quo, the total taxes collected must be weakly smaller than the sum of
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the benefits derived from the public project by those individuals who benefit from its
provision. Hence we have
X

max{Vj , 0} ≥

Ω

P

Ω

X

tj = (1 + λ)[N k +

X

Ω

sj ].

(8)

Ω

sj can be split into

X

sj = −

Ω

X

min{Vj , 0} +

Ω

X

spr
j .

Ω

The first term on the right-hand side reflects compensatory payments to the project
losers in M, while the second term represents purely redistributional subsidies (hence
the superscript ‘pr’), which in equilibrium can only be positive if individual j is the
P
P
P
agenda setter.9 Consequently, by using Vj =
max{Vj , 0}+ min{Vj , 0}, inequalΩ

Ω

Ω

ity (8) can be rewritten as

X

X pr 
X

Vj ≥ (1 + λ) N k +
sj − λ
min{Vj , 0}.

Ω

As (1 + λ)

P

Ω

spr
j −λ

Ω

P

Ω

Ω

min{Vj , 0} ≥ 0, we obtain
X

Vj ≥ (1 + λ)N k.

Ω

If the above condition held with equality, then an agenda setter could not realize
positive subsidies. In this case, nobody would apply for agenda-setting.
Consequently, if the project is proposed and adopted, the inequality must be strict,
implying that the project is socially desirable.

Proof of Proposition 5
As from an ex ante point of view each individual is equally likely to assume any of the
values Vj , total welfare can be measured by the sum of utilities. Since all members of
the society are risk-neutral, this translates into
9
pr
Note that in the minority voting case spr
a2 = s̄a2 if Va2 > 0 and sa2 = s̄a2 + Va2 if Va2 < 0. The
same rule applies for simple majority voting.
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(e + gVj ) − (1 + λ)gN k − λ

X

Ω

sj

Ω

where we have used the budget constraint of equation (2).
From Proposition 4 we know that redistribution losses are weakly (strictly) higher
under SM than under MV if g SM = g M V = 1 (g SM = g M V = 0). Consequently, in
these cases social welfare is weakly or strictly higher in MV than in SM, respectively.
This must also be the case if (g SM , g M V ) = (0, 1), because from Lemma 5 we know
that, when the project is adopted in MV,
W M V (g M V = 1) =

X

e+

Ω

X

Vj − (1 + λ)N k − λ

|Ω

X

V
sM
(g M V = 1)
j

Ω

{z

}

≥0

whereas in SM without project provision,
W SM (g SM = 0) =

X

e −λ

X

Ω

SM
sSM
= 0) .
j (ga

Ω

{z

|

}

<0

Consequently, the only possibility for SM to be strictly socially preferable is when
(g SM , g M V ) = (1, 0). A simple welfare comparison reveals that
W SM (g SM = 1) =

X

(e + Vj ) − (1 + λ)N k − λ

Ω

>

X

SM
sSM
= 1)
j (g

Ω

X

e = W M V (g M V = 0)

Ω

if and only if

X

Vj > (1 + λ)N k + λ

Ω

X

SM
sSM
= 1).
j (g

Ω

Proof of Lemma 6
With |LW | ≥

N +1
,
2

s̄a T 0 is equivalent to

N −1
t̂
1+λ

T N k. Further, (G) can be rewritten

as
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(
λ
(G− ) Va + N2−1 t̂ + |I| 1+λ
t̂ ≥ (1 + λ)N k
(G) =
N −1
+
(G ) (1 + λ)Va + 2 t̂ ≥ (1 + λ)N k.
Consider the first of the above cases characterized by s̄a ≤ 0. (g SM , g M V ) = (1, 0) then
requires (G− ) ∧ ¬(F − ). As ¬(F − ) can be written as
X

Vā2 + |LW−ā2 | · t̂ +

max{Vj , 0} < (1 + λ)[N k −

X

min{Vj , 0}],

j∈Ω−ā2

j∈Ω−ā2 \LW

both (G− ) and ¬(F − ) hold if

Vā2 +

X

t̂ +

LW−ā2

X

Vj + (1 + λ)

Ω−ā \LW
2
Vj >0

X

Vj < (1 + λ)N k ≤ Va +

N −1
t̂
2

λ
+ |I| 1+λ
t̂.

Ω−ā \LW
2
Vj <0

The other conditions of the lemma are derived analogously.

Proof of Proposition 6
From the discussion in the previous section we know that the simple majority voting
scheme will only yield strictly higher expected utility compared to minority voting if
(g SM , g M V ) = (1, 0). According to Lemma 4, V directly determines g M V . However,
given V , there may be uncertainty about g SM , as not every agenda setter under SM
would propose the project. Hence SM would be strictly preferable to MV if the weighted
expected utilities when it is socially desirable to provide the project are large enough
to compensate for the situations in which adhering to the status quo would yield higher
welfare. Note that, if the project is proposed, the expected utility depends on who will
be the agenda setter. The reason is that different agenda setters can charge different
amounts of taxes from the majority, which involves different levels of redistributional
shadow costs.
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Proof of Proposition 7
As under MV the minority must agree to the project by the unanimity rule and the
majority will only approve project provision if they are members of the set LW , no
individual will be worse off compared to the status quo. If no agent is strictly better off
by providing the public project, no one will apply for agenda setting in the first stage.
Hence public project provision must involve a Pareto improvement to the status quo.
Under SM at least the members of the minority will be taxed by t̂, as they are not
necessary for proposal approval. Hence only a benefit from the project that is at least
t̂ will prevent an individual in the minority from being worse off when the project is
provided compared to the status quo. Va satisfying (G) implies that the project will be
proposed and that at least the agenda setter will strictly gain in utility.10 It is easy to
see that in all other cases SM will not lead to a Pareto improvement. More precisely,
if the project is not proposed, pure redistribution will leave the minority with utility
lower than e. Further, if the project is proposed but there is an individual j 6= a with
Vj < t̂, this person will be a member of the minority (as we know from Lemma 2) and
hence will face taxes t̂.

Proof of Proposition 8
Case (i)
Let Ṽ > t̂. This implies that |LW | ≥

N +1
.
2

As a2 ∈ LW > , the public project will be

proposed and adopted under MV if
(F − ) Ṽ + (N − 1)t̂ ≥ (1 + λ)N k.
With respect to SM, project provision implies
N −1
λ
t̂ + |I|
t̂ ≥ (1 + λ)N k, if (N − 1)t̂ ≤ (1 + λ)N k
2
1+λ
N −1
(G+ ) (1 + λ)Ṽ +
t̂ ≥ (1 + λ)N k, if (N − 1)t̂ > (1 + λ)N k.
2

(G− ) Ṽ +

Suppose that (G− ) holds. Then (F − ) also holds. Hence the project will be provided
under both regimes SM and MV. As |LW | = N, both agenda setter a and a2 will
10
The reason is that (G) implies that his utility gain is at least as high as the one he could achieve
by pure redistribution.
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propose t̂ for every individual except himself. They will close the budget gap with a
tax payment of their own. Both voting schemes yield equivalent tax revenues and no
subsidies and thus result in equal levels of welfare.
The reasoning for (G+ ) is similar. (G+ ) also implies (F − ). In this case, however, the
agenda setters a and a2 receive subsidies that are the same under both voting schemes.
In the case of Ṽ = t̂, the proof has to be adapted in the following way: As a2 ∈
/ LW > ,
the public project will be proposed and adopted if
N t̂ > (1 + λ)N k
holds. We denote this condition by (F + )> . The assumptions involved in case (i) imply
that (F + )> holds, therefore the same reasoning applies as before.
Case (ii)
In the case of (ii), we have either ¬(G) ∧ (F ) or ¬(G) ∧ ¬(F ). Although ¬(G) ∧ (F )
might imply that there are higher shadow costs of public funds under MV, the sum
of utilities derived from public project provision must overcompensate them, as no
individual can be worse off in this voting scheme (see also the proof of Proposition 7).
Further, we know from Lemma 5 that only socially desirable projects will be provided
under MV. In this way, MV is superior to SM. The same holds true if ¬(G) ∧ ¬(F ),
as verified in Proposition 4.
Case (iii)

Now consider situation (iii), where max

(1+λ)N k
1+λ+ N 2−1

,

project will not be provided under MV, as |LW | <

λ N −1
t̂
N k+ 1+λ
2



λ N −1
N − 1+λ
2

N +1
.
2
11

=: V c < Ṽ < t̂. The

The project will be proposed

under SM if (G+ ) holds, which can be transformed to
Ṽ ≥

(1 + λ)N k
.
1 + λ + N2−1

According to the condition in Proposition 5, it would be socially desirable to do so if
λ
N Ṽ > N k +
1+λ




N −1
N −1
t̂ .
Ṽ +
2
2

(9)

11

Note that according to Lemma 7 if V < t̂ the agenda setter under SM would not propose g = 1
if he had to accept a tax for himself. Hence the project will be provided if (G+ ) holds.
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This inequality holds if the utilities derived from the project satisfy
Ṽ >

Nk +
N−

λ N −1
t̂
1+λ 2
.
λ N −1
1+λ 2

Hence, if both conditions (G+ ) and (9) hold, a socially desirable project is provided
under SM that would not be provided under MV. So in this case SM is strictly preferable
to MV.
Case (iv)
Finally, for Ṽ ≤ V c , the project is not provided under either voting scheme or is
only proposed under SM. However, provision under SM is not desirable from a social welfare perspective, as the redistribution losses are higher than the sum of additional utilities derived from the public project. Consequently, MV is superior to SM.
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